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OPERATORS IN DIVERGENCE FORM
AND THEIR FRIEDRICHS AND KRE IN EXTENSIONS
Yury Arlinski , Yury Kovalev
Abstract. For a densely dened nonnegative symmetric operator A = L

2L1 in a Hilbert
space, constructed from a pair L1  L2 of closed operators, we give expressions for the
Friedrichs and Kre n nonnegative selfadjoint extensions. Some conditions for the equality
(L

2L1)
 = L

1L2 are obtained. Applications to 1D nonnegative Hamiltonians, corresponding
to point interactions, are given.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and let A be a densely dened closed, symmet-
ric, and nonnegative operator, i.e., (Af;f)  0 for all dom(A). As is well known,
the operator A admits at least one nonnegative self-adjoint extension AF called the
Friedrichs extension, which is dened as follows. Denote by A[;] the closure of the
sesquilinear form
A[f;g] = (Af;g); f;g 2 dom(A);
and let D[A] be the domain of this closure. According to the rst representation
theorem [16] there exists a nonnegative self-adjoint operator AF associated with A[;],
i.e.,
(AFh; ) = A[h; ];   2 D[A]; h 2 dom(AF):
Clearly A  AF  A, where A is adjoint to A. It follows that
dom(AF) = D[A] \ dom(A):
By the second representation theorem the equalities
D[A] = dom(A
1=2
F ) and A[; ] = (A
1=2
F ;A
1=2
F  ); ;  2 D[A]
hold.
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M.G. Kre n in [19] via fractional-linear transformation and parametrization of
all contractive self-adjoint extensions of a non-densely dened Hermitian contraction
discovered one more nonnegative self-adjoint extension of A having extremal prop-
erty to be a minimal (in the sense of corresponding quadratic forms) among others
nonnegative self-adjoint extensions of A. This extension we will denote by AK and
call it the Kre n extension of A. When A is positively denite, i.e., the lower bound
of A is a positive number, it is shown in [19,20] that
dom(AK) = dom(A) _ +ker(A):
Thus, in that case the Kre n extension coincides with selfadjoint extension constructed
by J. von Neumann. That's why AK is often called the Kre n{von Neumann extension
of A. For the case of zero lower bound of A Ando and Nishio [2] proved that AK can
be dened as follows. Let Pran(A) be the orthogonal projection onto ran(A) in H,
and let Q be the operator in ran(A) given by
Q(Af) = Pran(A)f; f 2 dom(A):
Then Q is symmetric, nonnegative and densely dened in ran(A). Let QF be the
Friedrichs extension of Q. Its inverse Q
 1
F exists and the relation
AK = Q
 1
F Pran(A)
holds. One more intrinsic construction of the Kre n extension AK by means of the
Friedrichs extension AF has been proposed in [9] and [10]. Another approach to non-
negative selfadjoint extensions is connected with boundary triplets (boundary value
spaces) and corresponding Weyl functions [3, 12{14, 18, 23]. In concrete situations
the intrinsic characterizations of the Friedrichs and Kre n extensions for symmetric
operator with zero lower bound is a non-trivial problem. In this paper we study this
problem for operators of the form
A = L
2L1; (1.1)
where L1 and L2 are closed operators in H taking values in a Hilbert space H and
possessing the condition
L1  L2: (1.2)
Such kind of operators A we call operators in divergence form. A particular case is
A = L2
0, where L0 is symmetric operator in H. Here L1 = L0, L2 = L
0. In [26] and
[27] (see also [8,28]) it is shown that each nonnegative symmetric operator by articial
way can be represented in divergence form and descriptions of Friedrichs, Kre n, and
all other extremal extensions have been obtained. Similar approach for representa-
tions of extremal extensions has been proposed in [15] for the case of nonnegative
linear relations. Sturm-Liouville dierential operators have natural representation in
divergence form [11].
We establish here (see Theorem 3.1) that under the condition A = L
1L2
the Friedrichs and Kre n extensions of A are given by the operators L
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L
2Pran(L1)L2, respectively. The equality A = L
1L2 holds true if, for example,
dim(dom(L2)=dom(L1)) < 1 [7] or if L1 = L0, L2 = L
0, where L0 maximal sym-
metric operator, cf. [22]. It is proved in [21, Theorems 6.4, 6.5] that (L2
0)F = L
0L0
for a closed symmetric operator L0 provided L2
0 is densely dened and (L2
0) = L2
0 ,
while (L2
0)K = L0L
0, if, additionally, ker(L
0) = f0g. For a pair L0  L
0 we prove
(see Theorem 3.4) that if (L2
0) = L2
0 , then (LL0) = L
0L and (L0L) = LL
0 for an
arbitrary selfadjoint extension L of L0. Our main results are applied to the following
dierential operators in the Hilbert space L2(R):
dom(A0) =

f 2 W2
2(R) : f(y) = 0; y 2 Y
	
; A0 :=  
d2
dx2; (1.3)
dom( A) =

g 2 W2
2(R) : g0(y) = 0; y 2 Y
	
;  A :=  
d2
dx2; (1.4)
dom(H0) =

f 2 W2
2(R) : f(y) = 0; f0(y) = 0; y 2 Y
	
; H0 :=  
d2
dx2: (1.5)
Here W1
2(R) and W2
2(R) are Sobolev spaces, Y is nite or innite monotonic sequence
of points in R satisfying the condition
inffjy0   y00j; y0;y00 2 Y; y0 6= y00g > 0: (1.6)
The operators A0,  A, and H0 are densely dened and nonnegative with nite (the
set Y is nite) or innite defect indices (the set Y is innite) and are basic for
investigations of Hamiltonians on the real line corresponding to the , 0 and    0
interactions, respectively [1]. Note that in [7,8] Theorem 3.1 has been applied to the
case of one point interaction in R.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. UNIQUENESS AND TRANSVERSALNESS
Let
Nz(A) = H 	 ran(A   zI) = ker(A   zI)
be the defect subspace of A. By von Neumann formulas
dom(A) = dom(A) _ +Nz(A) _ +N z(A); Imz 6= 0:
M.G. Kre n [19] established that A has a unique nonnegative selfadjoint extension if
and only if
inf
f2dom(A)
j(f;' a)j2
(Af;f)
= 1 for all ' a 2 N a(A) n f0g; a > 0: (2.1)
Let e A be a nonnegative selfadjoint extension of A. It is established by M.G. Kre n
[19] that the domain D[ e A] = dom( e A1=2) admits the decomposition
dom( e A1=2) = dom(A
1=2
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for arbitrary a > 0 and
k e A1=2vk2 = kA
1=2
F vk2; v 2 dom(A
1=2
F ):
Since
( e A   zI)( e A   I) 1Nz(A) = N(A); z; 2 C n [0;1);
we get also the decomposition
dom( e A1=2) = dom(A
1=2
F ) _ +(dom( e A1=2) \ Nz(A)); z 2 C n [0;1): (2.3)
The Kre n extension AK of A, possesses the properties [19]
dom( e A1=2)  dom(A
1=2
K ); k e A1=2uk  kA
1=2
K uk2; u 2 dom( e A1=2)
for each nonnegative selfadjoint extension e A of A. The domain dom(A
1=2
K ) can be
characterized as follows [2]
D[AK] = dom(A
1=2
K ) =
(
u 2 H : sup
'2dom(A)
j(A';u)j2
(A';')
< 1
)
;
kA
1=2
K uk2 = sup
'2dom(A)
j(A';u)j2
(A';')
; u 2 D[AK]:
(2.4)
Let B be an arbitrary nonnegative selfadjoint operator. As is well known
ran(B1=2) =
n
g 2 H : sup
f2dom(B)
j(f;g)j
2
(Bf;f)
< 1
o
;
k b B 1=2gk2 = sup
f2dom(B)
j(f;g)j
2
(Bf;f)
; g 2 ran(B1=2):
(2.5)
In particular, from (2.5) it follows that
u 2 dom(A) \ dom(A
1=2
K ) () Au 2 ran(A
1=2
F ):
Nonnegative selfadjoint extension e A of A is called extremal [3] if
inf
n
( e A(u   x);u   x); x 2 dom(A)
o
= 0 for all u 2 dom( e A):
The Friedrichs and Kre n-von Neumann extensions are extremal and, as it is shown
in [4], the closed forms associated with extremal extensions are closed restrictions of
the form AK[;] on the linear manifolds M such that
D[A]  M  D[AK]:
Notice that investigations of all extremal extensions in more detail and their applica-
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Due to (2.5), (2.4), and (2.1) the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the operator A admits a unique nonnegative selfadjoint extension (AF = AK),
(ii)
inf
v2dom(A)
j(v;' a)j2
(Av;v)
= 1
for all nonzero vectors ' a from the defect subspace N a(A), where a > 0,
(iii) ran(A
1=2
F ) \ N a(A) = f0g,
(iv) dom(A
1=2
K ) \ N a(A) = f0g.
Recall that two selfadjoint extensions e A1 and e A2 of a symmetric operator A are called
disjoint if dom( e A1) \ dom( e A2) = dom(A) and transversal if
dom( e A1) + dom( e A2) = dom(A):
The next statement provides equivalent transversalness conditions of Friedrichs
and Kre n extensions (see [10,24]).
Proposition 2.1. The conditions:
(i) the Friedrichs and Kre n extensions AF and AK are transversal,
(ii) ran(A)  ran(A
1=2
F ),
(iii) dom(A)  dom(A
1=2
K ),
(iv) Nz(A)  dom(A
1=2
K ) at least for one (then for all) z 2 C n [0;1),
(v) Nz(A)  ran(A
1=2
F ) at least for one (then for all) z 2 C n [0;1)
are equivalent.
2.2. OPERATORS IN DIVERGENCE FORM
Assume that
(A) L1 and L2 are two closed densely dened operators in the Hilbert space H
taking values in a Hilbert space H and such that L1  L2,
(B) Q 2 L(H) is a positive denite operator.
Consider two sesquilinear forms
Sj[u;v] = (QLju;Ljv)H; u;v 2 dom(Lj);j = 1;2:
On account of (A) and (B) these forms are closed and nonnegative, and moreover,
Sk = L
kQLk, k = 1;2, are associated with them by the rst representation theorem
[16] nonnegative selfadjoint operators in H, i.e.,
(L
jQLju;v)H = (QLju;Ljv)H; u 2 dom(Sj); v 2 dom(Lj):
The operator S := L
2QL1 is closed since its graph is the intersection of graphs for S1
and S2. We equip the linear manifolds dom(Lj), j = 1;2, by the graph norms. We
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Theorem 2.2. Assume that conditions (A) and (B) are fullled.
1) If, in addition,
(C) the lineal dom(L1) \ dom(S2) is dense in dom(L1),
then:
(i) the operator
S = L
2QL1
is a closed densely dened nonnegative operator in H, the operators S1 and
S2 are nonnegative selfadjoint extensions of S, and the operator S1 is the
Friedrichs extension of S;
(ii) D[SK]  dom(L2) and for all u;v 2 dom(L2)
SK [u;v] = (QPL2u;L2v)H ;
where P is the projection in H onto ran(L1) with respect to the decomposition
H = ran(L1) _ +Q 1 (ker(L
1)):
2) If the condition
dim(dom(L2)=dom(L1)) < 1
is satised, then (C) holds and
D[SK] = dom(L2); SK = L
2QPL2; S = L
1QL2:
3. MAIN RESULTS
Theorem 3.1. Let L1;L2 : H ! H be closed and densely dened operators, satisfying
condition (1.2).
1) If the operator A = L
2L1 is densely dened and its adjoint is given by
A = L
1L2; (3.1)
then:
(i)
D[A] = dom(L1); A[u;v] = (L1u;L1v); u;v 2 dom(L1);
(ii) the Friedrichs extension of A is given by the operator L
1L1, i.e.,
dom(AF) = ff 2 dom(L1) : L1f 2 dom(L
1)g;
AFf = L
1L1f = L
1L2f; f 2 dom(AF);
(iii) the Kre n extension of A is the operator AK = L
2Pran(L1)L2, i.e.,
dom(AK) = ff 2 dom(L2) : Pran(L1)L2f 2 dom(L
2)g;
AKf = L
2Pran(L1)L2f; f 2 dom(AK);
and
D[AK] = dom(L2); AK[u;v] = (Pran(L1)L2u;Pran(L1)L2v); u;v 2 dom(L2); (3.2)
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2) If the operator A = L
2L1 is densely dened, the operator L
1L1 is the Friedrichs
extension of A, and the linear manifold
M := ker(L
1L2 + I) (3.3)
is a subspace in H. Then A = L
1L2.
Proof. 1) Let us proof that dom(A) is dense in dom(L1) with respect to the graph
inner product. If h 2 dom(L1) is orthogonal to dom(A), then
(L1f;L1h)H + (f;h)H = 0 for all f 2 dom(A) = dom(L
2L1):
Since L1f 2 dom(L
2), L1h = L2h, and A = L
2L1 we get
(Af;h)H + (f;h)H = 0 for all f 2 dom(A):
It follows that h 2 dom(A) and Ah =  h. Due to the assumption we have A =
L
1L2. But h 2 dom(L1). Hence, Ah = L
1L1h =  h. Because the operator L
1L1 is
nonnegative, we obtain h = 0.
Since the form
(L1u;L1v)H; u;v 2 dom(L1)
is closed,
(Af;g)H = (L1f;L1g)H; f;g 2 dom(A);
and dom(A) is dense in dom(L1) w.r.t. the graph norm, we get that
AF = L
1L1:
Clearly, ran(A
1=2
F ) = ran(L
1), and ran(A) = ran(L
1L2)  ran(L
1). Applying
Proposition 2.1 we get that AF and AK are transversal.
The operator e A = L
2L2 is a selfadjoint and nonnegative extension of A and
D[ e A] = dom(L2). Let N 1(A) be the defect subspace of A, i.e., N 1(A) = ker(A+I).
Then, clearly, N 1(A) = M, where M is given by (3.3). Hence, N 1(A)  dom(L2).
Therefore, from D[ e A]  D[AK] and (2.2) it follows that D[AK]  N 1(A) and
D[AK] = D[ e A] = dom(L2):
Applying Theorem 2.2 we get that
AK[u;v] = (Pran(L1)L2u;Pran(L1)L2v); u;v 2 D[AK] = dom(L2):
Now the rst representation theorem yields that
dom(AK) = dom(L
2Pran(L1)L2) = ff 2 dom(L2) : Pran(L1)L2f 2 dom(L
2)g;
AKf = L
2Pran(L1)L2f = L
2(L2f   Pker(L
1)L2f) =
= L
1(L2f   Pker(L
1)L2f) = L
1L2f; f 2 dom(AK):508 Yury Arlinski , Yury Kovalev
2) The linear manifold M is the orthogonal complement to dom(L1) in dom(L2)
w.r.t. the inner product
(f;g)L2 := (f;g)H + (L2f;L2g)H:
Actually, the relation
(f;g)L2 = 0
for all f 2 dom(L1) yields that L2g 2 dom(L
1) and L
1L2g =  g, i.e., g 2 M. On
the other hand, if g 2 M, then (f;g)L2 = 0 for all f 2 dom(L1).
Clearly, M  N 1(A). Taking into account that AF = L
1L1, we get that (see
(2.3))
M = dom(L2) \ N 1(A):
Because dom(L
2L1) = dom(L
1L1)\dom(L
2L2), the selfadjoint extensions L
1L1 and
L
2L2 of A = L
2L1 are disjoint. Hence, M is at least dense in N 1(A) [6]. But M
is a subspace in H. Therefore N 1(A) = M. This means that L
1L1 and L
2L2 are
transversal. It follows A = L
1L2.
Remark 3.2. From (3.2) it follows that even in the case dim(dom(L2)=dom(L1)) =
1 (under condition (3.1)) the operator Pran(L1)L2 is closed. The latter is equivalent
to
kPker(L
1)L2fk2
H  C
 
kfk2
H + kPran(L1)L2fk2
H

; f 2 dom(L2)
with some C > 0.
Proposition 3.3. Let L0 be a densely dened closed symmetric operator in H. The
following conditions are equivalent:
(i) (L2
0)F = L
0L0,
(ii) dom(L0) \ ran(L0   I) is dense in ran(L0   I) for at least one non-real .
Proof. Clearly,
(L0f;L0g)+(f;g) = ((L0+iI)f;(L0+iI)g) = ((L0 iI)f;(L0 iI)g); f;g 2 dom(L0)
One can easily proof that
dom(L2
0) = (L0   I) 1 (ran(L0   I) \ dom(L0)); Im 6= 0: (3.4)
The equality (L2
0)F = L
0L0 is equivalent to the condition: dom(L2
0) is dense in
dom(L0) w.r.t. graph norm in dom(L0). The latter is equivalent to that there is no
nontrivial vector g 2 dom(L0) such that (L0f;L0g)+(f;g) = 0 for all f 2 dom(L2
0).
From (3.4) it follows the equivalence of (i) and (ii).
Theorem 3.4. Let L0 be a densely dened closed symmetric operator with equal
deciency indices in H. Suppose L2
0 is densely dened and (L2
0) = L2
0 . Then for an
arbitrary selfadjoint extension L of L0 the equalities
(LL0) = L
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and
(L0L) = LL
0 (3.6)
hold.
Proof. Denote by N(L0) the deciency subspace of L0. Since L2
0 +I = (L
0+iI)(L
0 
iI), we have the equality
ker(L2
0 + I) = Ni(L0) _ +N i(L0):
Taking into account that (L2
0) = L2
0 and applying statement 2) of Theorem 3.1 to
the pair L0  L
0, we get that Ni(L0) _ +N i(L0) is a subspace in H. Let a selfadjoint
extension L is given by
dom(L) = dom(L0) _ +(I + U)Ni(L0);
where U is an isometric mapping of Ni(L0) onto N i(L0).
Let us show that (LL0) = L
0L. Statement 1) of Theorem 3.1 for the pair L0  L
0
and the equality (L2
0) = L2
0 imply that the operator L
0L0 is the Friedrichs extension
of the operator L2
0. In addition, because Ni(L0) _ +N i(L0) is a subspace in H, the
linear manifold (I + U)Ni(L0) is a subspace in H as well. Clearly,
ker(L
0L + I) = (I + U)Ni(L0):
Since LL0  L2
0 and dom(L2
0) is dense in dom(L0) (w.r.t. the graph norm in
dom(L0)), the domain dom(LL0) is also dense in dom(L0), i.e., (LL0)F = L
0L0. Ap-
plying statement 2) of Theorem 3.1 to the pair L0  L, we obtain that (LL0) = L
0L.
Next we equip dom(L
0) by the inner product
(f;g)+ = (f;g) + (L
0f;L
0g):
Then dom(L
0) becomes a Hilbert space, which we denote by H+. Then
(+)-orthogonal decomposition
H+ = dom(L0)  Ni(L0)  N i(L0)
holds. Let N = (I + U)Ni(L0) and M = (I   U)Ni(L0). We have (+)-orthogonal
decompositions
dom(L) = dom(L0)  N; H+ = dom(L)  M:
Clearly
LN = M; L
0M = N;
and
LL
0h =  h; h 2 M;
L
0Le =  e; e 2 N:
Let e L be one more selfadjoint extension of L0 given by
dom( e L) = dom(L0)  M = dom(L0) _ +(I   U)Ni(L0); e L = L
0dom( e L):510 Yury Arlinski , Yury Kovalev
Then, considering the pair L0  e L, we conclude that ( e LL0)F = L
0L0, i.e., dom( e LL0)
is dense in dom(L0) in (+)-norm. In addition, the linear manifold
ker( e LL
0 + I) = (I   U)Ni(L0) = M
is a subspace in H. In addition L e Lh =  h for all h 2 M, e LLe =  e for all e 2 N,
and
( e Lh;e)+ =  (h;Le)+; h 2 M; e 2 N:
Let us describe dom(L0L). Denote by P
+
M the (+)-orthogonal projection in H+ onto
M. Let f 2 dom(L). Then
f = '0 + e; '0 2 dom(L0); e 2 N; Lf = L0'0 + Le:
Because Le 2 M we have that Lf 2 dom(L0) if and only if L0'0 = Lf Le 2 dom( e L)
() '0 2 dom( e LL0) and P
+
ML0'0 =  Le. Finally,
dom(L0L) = (I + e LP
+
ML0)dom( e LL0):
Let us show now that dom(L0L) is dense in dom(L) w.r.t. (+)-norm. Suppose there
is g 2 dom(L) such that g is (+)-orthogonal to dom(L0L),
((I + e LP
+
ML0)h0;g)+ = 0 for all h0 2 dom( e LL0):
In particular, taking h0 2 dom(L2
0), we get that the vector g is (+)-orthogonal
to dom(L2
0). But dom(L2
0) is (+)-dense in dom(L0). It follows that g 2 N. Since
dom( e LL0)  dom(L0), we have
( e LP
+
ML0h0;g)+ = 0; h0 2 dom( e LL0):
Further
0 = ( e LP
+
ML0h0;g)+ = (P
+
ML0h0;Lg)+:
Let Lg = x. Then x 2 M and
0 = ( e LP
+
ML0h0;g)+ = (L0h0;x)+ = (L0h0;x) + (LL0h0; e Lx) =
= (h0; e Lx) + (LL0h0; e Lx) = (( e LL0 + I)h0; e Lx):
It follows that
e Lx 2 ker(( e LL0) + I):
Applying equality (3.5) to e L instead of L we get that ( e LL0) = L
0 e L. Hence, e Lx 2 M.
On the other hand e Lx =  g 2 N. Hence g = 0. Thus, dom(L0L) is (+)-dense in
dom(L) and, therefore, (L0L)F = L2. Applying statement 2) of Theorem 3.1, we
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4. APPLICATIONS
Let Y be a nite or innite monotonic sequence of points in R satisfying condition
(1.6). Let A0,  A and H0 be given by (1.3), (1.4), (1.5), respectively. Notice that (see
[1]):
dom(A
0) = W1
2(R) \ W2
2(R n Y ); A
0 =  
d2
dx2;
dom( A) = fg 2 W2
2(R) : g0(y+) = g0(y ); y 2 Y g;  A =  
d2
dx2;
dom(H
0) = W2
2(R n Y ); H
0 =  
d2
dx2:
(4.1)
Let Z be the set of all integers and let
Z  = fj 2 Z; j   1g; Z+ = fj 2 Z; j  1g:
For innite Y it is possible three cases
Y = fyj; j 2 Zg; if inffY g =  1 and supfY g = +1;
Y = fyj; j 2 Z g; if y 1 = supfY g < +1;
Y = fyj; j 2 Z+g; if y1 = inffY g >  1:
By J we will denote one of the sets Z, Z , Z+ for innite Y .
Consider in the Hilbert space L2(R) the following operators
dom(L0) = ff 2 W1
2(R) : f(y) = 0; y 2 Y g; L0 = i
d
dx
; (4.2)
dom(L) = W1
2(R); L = i
d
dx
: (4.3)
From (4.2) it follows that L0 is a densely dened symmetric operator and its adjoint
L
0 is given by
dom(L
0) = W1
2(R n Y ); L
0 = i
d
dx
: (4.4)
The operator L is a selfadjoint extension of L0. So, we have
L0  L  L
0:
In addition A0  H0,  A  H0. If Y consists of N points, then the deciency indices
of L0 are hN;Ni, and the deciency indices of H0, A0,  A are h2N;2Ni, hN;Ni, and
hN;Ni, respectively.
Let dk = jyk   yk+1j, k 2 J,
L0k = i
d
dx
; dom(L0k) = ff 2 W1
2([yk;yk+1]) : f(yk) = f(yk+1) = 0g; k 2 J:512 Yury Arlinski , Yury Kovalev
The operator L0k is symmetric with deciency indices (1;1) in the Hilbert space
L2[yk;yk+1]. Hence, (L2
0k) = L2
0k (see Theorem 2.2). Clearly,
dom(L0) =
M
k
dom(L0k); L0 =
M
k
L0k;
dom(L
0) =
M
k
dom(L
0k); L
0 =
M
k
L
0k:
Hence,
ker(L
0k) = ff(x) = const; x 2 [yk;yk+1]g;
and
ker(L
0) =
M
k
ker(L
0k):
Observe that
dom(H0) =
M
k
dom(L2
0k); H0 = L2
0 =
M
k
L2
0k;
dom(H
0) =
M
k
dom(L2
0k); H
0 = L2
0 =
M
k
L2
0k:
(4.5)
From Theorem 3.4 (and also from (4.1), (4.3) (1.3), (1.4), (1.5)) it follows that
A0 = LL0;  A = L0L; H0 = L2
0; A
0 = L
0L;  A = LL
0; H
0 = L2
0 : (4.6)
Denote by k the characteristic function of the interval [yk;yk+1]. Then the func-
tions (
k p
dk
)
k2J
form an orthonormal basis of ker(L
0). Therefore,
Pker(L
0)L
0f =
X
k
1
dk
0
@
yk+1 Z
yk
if0(x)dx
1
Ak =
= i
X
k
1
dk
(f(yk+1   0)   f(yk + 0))k; f 2 dom(L
0);
(4.7)
and
Pran(L0)L
0f = if0   i
X
k
1
dk
(f(yk+1   0)   f(yk + 0))k; f 2 dom(L
0): (4.8)
If f 2 W1
2(R), then f(y  0) = f(y), y 2 Y .
From (4.6) it follows that conditions (1.1) and (3.1) are fullled for the pairs
hL0;Li, hL;L
0i, and hL0;L
0i and we can apply Theorem 3.1.Operators in divergence form and their Friedrichs and Kre n extensions 513
4.1. THE FRIEDRICHS AND KRE IN EXTENSIONS OF THE OPERATOR A0
Let A0 be given by (1.3). Then as has been mentioned above one has
A0 = LL0; A
0 = L
0L;
where L0, L, and L
0 are given by (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4), respectively. Since L is a
selfadjoint extension of L0 we can apply Theorem 3.1 by setting L1 = L0, L2 = L.
Hence, the Friedrichs extension A0F is the operator
A0F = L
0L0;
i.e.,
dom(A0F) =

f 2 W1
2(R) : f0 2 W1
2(R n Y ); f(y) = 0; y 2 Y
	
; A0Ff =  
d2f
dx2:
From Theorem 3.1 and (4.8) we get
dom(A0K) =

f 2 dom(L) : Pran(L0)Lf 2 dom(L)
	
=
=
(
f 2 W1
2(R) : f0  
X
k
1
dk
(f(yk+1)   f(yk))k 2 W1
2(R)
)
;
and
A0Kf =  
d2f
dx2; f 2 dom(A0K):
It follows that the boundary conditions for f 2 dom(A0K) are
f0(yk   0)  
1
dk 1
(f(yk)   f(yk 1)) = f0(yk + 0)  
1
dk
(f(yk+1)   f(yk)); k 2 J;
or in equivalent form
f0(yk + 0)   f0(yk   0) =
1
dk 1
f(yk 1)  
 
1
dk 1
+
1
dk
!
f(yk) +
1
dk
f(yk+1); k 2 J:
Additional conditions arise in the cases inffY g >  1, supfY g < +1. In particular,
if Y is an innite set,  1 < y1 = inffY g, then
f0(y1   0)   f0(y1 + 0) =
1
d1
(f(y1)   f(y2));
and if +1 > y 1 = supfY g, then
f0(y 1 + 0)   f0(y 1   0) =
1
d 1
(f(y 1)   f(y0)):514 Yury Arlinski , Yury Kovalev
For a nite Y = fy1;y2;:::;yNg we get
f0(y1   0)   f0(y1 + 0) =
1
d1
(f(y1)   f(y2));
f0(yN + 0)   f0(yN   0) =
1
dN 1
(f(yN)   f(yN 1));
f0(yk + 0)   f0(yk   0) =
1
dk 1
f(yk 1)  
 
1
dk 1
+
1
dk
!
f(yk)+
+
1
dk
f(yk+1);k = 2;:::;N   1:
For A0K[f;g] we get D[A0K] = W1
2(R) and
A0K[f;g]=
Z
R
f0(x)g0(x)dx 
X
k
1
dk
(f(yk+1)   f(yk))

g(yk+1)   g(yk)

; f;g2W1
2(R):
4.2. THE FRIEDRICHS AND KRE IN EXTENSIONS OF THE OPERATOR  A
Now we consider the operator  A given by (1.4). Then  A = L0L,  A = LL
0. Put
L1 = L, L2 = L
0. Applying Theorem 3.1 we get that
dom( AF) = dom(L2) = W2
2(R);  AFf = L2f =  
d2f
dx2; f 2 W2
2(R):
Since ker(L) = f0g we get
 AK = L0L
0;
i.e.,
dom( AK) =

f 2 W1
2(R n Y ) : f0 2 W1
2(R); f0(y) = 0; y 2 Y
	
;  AKf =  
d2f
dx2:
In addition D[ AK] = W1
2(R n Y ) and
 AK[f;g] =
Z
R
f0(x)g0(x)dx; f;g 2 W1
2(R n Y ):
4.3. THE FRIEDRICHS AND KRE IN EXTENSIONS OF THE OPERATOR H0
Let H0 be given by (1.5), then H0 = L2
0, H
0 = L
0
2. Put L1 = L0; L2 = L
0. Applying
Theorem 3.1 we obtain the Friedrichs extension
dom(H0F) = ff 2 dom(L0) : L0f 2 dom(L
0)g =
= ff 2 W1
2(R); f0 2 W1
2(R n Y ); f(y) = 0; y 2 Y g:Operators in divergence form and their Friedrichs and Kre n extensions 515
Notice that A0F = H0F. For dom(H0K) we have
dom(H0K) = ff 2 dom(L
0) : Pran(L0)L
0f 2 dom(L0)g =
=
n
f 2 W1
2(R n Y ) : g = f0  
X
k
1
dk
(f(yk+1   0)   f(yk + 0))k 2 W1
2(R);
g(y) = 0; y 2 Y
o
:
The boundary conditions for f 2 dom(H0K) we can write in the form:
f0(yk + 0) =
1
dk
(f(yk+1   0)   f(yk + 0));
f0(yk   0) =
1
dk 1
(f(yk   0)   f(yk 1 + 0)) for all yk 2 Y;
and additionally
f0(y 1 + 0) = 0 if + 1 > y 1 = supfY g;
or
f0(y1   0) = 0 if   1 < y1 = inffY g;
and if Y = fy1;:::;yNg, then
f0(y1   0) = 0; f0(yN + 0) = 0;
f0(yk + 0) =
1
dk
(f(yk+1   0)   f(yk + 0)); k = 1;:::;N   1;
f0(yk   0) =
1
dk 1
(f(yk   0)   f(yk 1 + 0)); k = 2;:::;N:
Clearly, D[H0K] = W1
2(R n Y ) and
H0K[f;g] =
Z
R
f0(x)g0(x)dx 
 
X
k
1
dk
(f(yk+1   0)   f(yk + 0))

g(yk+1   0)   g(yk + 0)

;
f;g 2 W1
2(R n Y ):
Notice that due to (4.5) and according to [25, Corollary 5.5] we have
H0F =
M
k
 
L2
0k

F ; H0K =
M
k
 
L2
0k

K :516 Yury Arlinski , Yury Kovalev
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